ARES 700
The nJoy Ares 700 is a standby UPS with a pure sine wave current and a
total power of 700VA / 500W. It offers the possibility to select the input
voltage range between 170-280 VAC (for PC) and 90-280 VAC (for home
appliances). It does not incorporate an internal battery but enables you
to attach a variety of external batteries depending on the backup time
required for your connected equipment.
Thanks to its pure sine wave output, from now on Ares 700 will assure
correct functioning to inductive charges (electrical motors), so this model
is recommended for every type of heating furnaces.
Equipped with an LCD, the product is able to transmit information to the
user in real time about the status of the UPS, the charging level of the
battery or eventual functioning errors.

nJoy ARES 700

Your faultless defender during power outages.

nJoy ARES 700 is targeting

Gas central
heathing units

Owners of central heating units

Security companies

Servers
Wood central
heathing units

Companies that own computer systems

Computers

Professional plumbers

Connecting external batteries

Monitors

nJoy Ares 700 is designed to be used with 12V
Telecommunication
equipment

external batteries. The minimum capacity of the
external battery should be 60 Ah.

DVR systems backup for
security equipment
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Why ARES 700

How much backup time does ARES 700 offer

Central Heating Unit

nJoy Ares 700 was specially created to be

APARTMENT

a completely customizable UPS regarding
the backup time in case of a power outage.

This new product counts in two functions

24kW
120W consumption

12V 100Ah x 1

240 minutes

12V 60Ah x 1

130 minutes

Central Heating Unit

for protection, so that the UPS Ares 700 is

HOUSE

protected in case of short circuit or overload.
Ares 700 also includes the cold start function,
which means that if during a power outage,
the user has an external battery loaded,
the UPS will provide power to connected

45kW
340W consumption*

12V 100Ah x 1

90 minutes

12V 60Ah x 1

50 minutes

equipments.

Load

12V 100Ah x 1

12V 60Ah x 1

25%

310 minutes

165 minutes

50%

180 minutes

95 minutes

75%

130 minutes

70 minutes

100%

80 minutes

45 minutes

Because of it’s surge power of 1000W and
pure sine wave, nJoy Ares 700 is ideal to
be used with inductive consuming devices
(electric motors). And this is another
reason for it to be recommended for
central heathing units.

*It contains the medium power of the control panel, fan of the boiler and three water pumps

Where is ARES 700 positioned on the shelf
Because Ares 700 is intended to be a complete and integrated
solution for central heating units we recommend placing the UPS at
the thermal department.

For more information about the nJoy Ares UPS please visit
our website www.njoy.ro
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